Homework Help High Yield Strategies
Homework Help
Resource

High Yield
Strategy

The Lesson

Best Sessions

Direct Instruction

-

Best Session shown to class

Best Sessions

Spaced and Massed
Practiced/
Higher Order Questions

-

Create centers using the Best Session
and other computer software
Create questions for the next group to
answer based on the learning of the Best
Session

Interactive Tutorials

Direct Instruction

-

Use Interactive Tutorials on the
whiteboard in class allowing various
students to interact with the
multimedia component of Homework
Help

Interactive Tutorials

Summarizing for Test

-

Preparation for test/exam/EQAO

Interactive Tutorials

Summarizing for
Consolidation

-

Use Interactive Tutorials to consolidate
learning either as a class, in small groups
or individually after a lesson has been
taught

Listen and Learn

Direct Instruction

-

Show lesson to the class and pause to
clarify and check for understanding

Listen and Learn

Reciprocal Teaching/
Scaffolding/Demonstrating
and Modeling

-

Centre based instruction:
Work in groups and use Homework Help
as one centre
In that centre students take notes based
on the Listen and Learn Tutorial
Work through the questions in the
Tutorial as a group
Each group will then be given a teacher
generated question based on the
learning – they will answer it as a group
and present/explain their solution to the
class

-

-

Ask a Tutor

Self-Questioning

-

Conduct inquiry to solve/understand
curriculum

Ask a Tutor

Scaffolding

-

Receiving and observing step by step
instructions/process to learn new
material

Ask a Tutor

Descriptive
Feedback/Formative
Assessment
Higher Order Questions/
Reciprocal Teaching

-

Notebook check (triangulation of data)

-

Student(s) assigned a question to ask the
tutor and then reports back to
class/group as the ‘expert’

Locker

Summarizing

-

Preparation for test/exam/EQAO

Locker

Descriptive Feedback
/Formative Assessment

-

Student lead teacher conference
(triangulation of data)

Teacher Tools

Direct
Instruction/Formative
Assessment/Spaced and
Mass
Practice/Summarizing
Spaced and Mass
Practice/Summarizing/
Self-Questioning

-

Teacher edit interactive to use in class to
consolidate learning or prepare for
tests/exams/EQAO

-

Student edit interactive to use in class to
consolidate learning or prepare for
tests/exams/EQAO

Ask a Tutor

Teacher Tools

